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Oh what fun we hashers have on a Saturday afternoon.  On approaching the turn off to the laager on the Paklok road, we
were met by a very nervous looking hare (Tequila Slapper) and a side road which had recently subsided due to the heavy
rains. A bamboo cordon led us to the laager.
“Do you have 4-wheel drive?” TS asked.
“Err, no” I replied. “Well it is a little bit muddy.” she said quite shyly.
A LITTLE BIT MUDDY, MY ARSE.

We were looking at a scene that resembled the Somme. A muddy track with ruts that looked as deep as a slit trench and
water filled holes that were begging to destroy our axles. Oh well! Let’s go, so with Teacher’s Pet hanging on for dear life,
and Jake’s dog cage already upside down and him yapping in fear, we bounced and slid our way to the top of the rise to be
met by Fungus, who also enquired about 4-wheel drives.
Oh shit, more holes! The ground was like driving on top of a chocolate sponge cake. The decision was now made to go back
down again as the sky looked angry, so with some hardcore hashers pushing my truck in the right direction, I proceeded to
descend to safer ground. This was like descending a mountain in a toboggan, fishtailing and sliding sideways at speed with
walking hashers and dogs leaping into the underbrush for safety.
Once safe, a bunch of us had fun watching others attempt the track in 4 wheel drive trucks, Oh dear! It resembled a
battlefield with discarded vehicles all over the shop, and the only sound to be heard was the hissing of radiators and the
fearsome tones of Secret Agent Dick Gobbler, who could be heard screaming:
“Straighten your fucking wheels you fuckwit,” As he was attempting to push someone out of a very deep rut.
There are few gentlemen left on this island, and SADG is a true gent, I’m sure you agree.
Only about 4 or 5 vehicles made it to the laager, including the Beer wagon, Wahay! The NAAFI truck with the food,
Wahay! Lesser Dipshit, who had ample weight in his truck, and J.C, who just gunned his beast, flattening anything in his
way.

Could this be Hash Shit?
Our G.M of the day, Gorgeous You Wanker called the hares in with a bollocking about the laager and handed matters
over.
”Turn right and go down to the river and follow paper”........ Oh dear!
Could this be Hash Shit?
Splosh, splosh we went and after a few moments we came to a structure which was similar to the Berlin wall. Who built
this and why? We were all wandering around looking for paper for at least 10 minutes. Hard On eventually found it and the
run continued. The latter stages of the run saw the front runners and in particular Hangover negotiating a long hilly hairpin
alongside a quarry. They all suddenly stopped allowing us to catch up.
“What’s up now?”
It was an abseiling rope down to the laager; Hangover was on in in 22 minutes and the rest of the pack in less than 30
minutes (With a 10-minute check)

Could this be Hash Shit?

As the clouds dribbled above us like a bunch of school gate paedophiles at home time, the G.M decided to call us to
order at 17.15, with an announcement that if it rained, he was fucking off straight away.
Could this be Hash Shit?
Gorgeous You Wanker decided to do the circle his way with no particular format and just go for it, talkers and pisstakers
were immediately iced, and he decided if he had his way, then Who the Fuck is Alice should be renamed, Where the Fuck is
Alice.
Good call I say!

G.M,s number 4 and 5, King Klong and Flying Dickhead, were called in, followed by Scud who is Ex 45 Commando. Exmilitary were in next for a drink, and this was extended to ex-cadet forces, and J.C who came in saying he had once fucked
a Girl Guide. Boom boom! The G.M then proceeded to show everybody the original Hash camera, an amazing box brownie;
no one knew how to use it though.
Virgins. Only one, a friend of Lucky Lek who was hopelessly lost somewhere. Welcome to the Hash Jaloup. Fungus
drenched him with style.

Numbered Runs. Lesser Dipshit 500 runs. He took his shirt off showing the Thai girls a good set of tits. Well done Lesser,
well deserved.
Scud back in to punish the Hares for losing Lucky Lek and Shirley; how the fuck can you get lost on a 30 minute run?
Steward. Flying Dickhead. Instantly bollocked the G.M for calling out “Hi Dickhead” in the Business Class Lounge of
Phuket Airport where they met last week. Next he introduced proper down downs, filled to the brim, and then got his
whipping girl Always Wet to try one as he fucked up with S.AD.G’s name. He then proceeded to bring in the few drivers
who made it to the laager as this would be a cheaper way than getting those in who didn’t make it. A good spot as usual. He
had lots of impromptu moments that made it funnier. Well done Flying Dickhead.
Numbered Runs (Again) This time Lucky Lek who had just made it back. 700 runs Well done.

Announcements. Scud came back in to make our ears bleed, and he announced a forthcoming Maraud, which is by
invitation only, so see him A.S.A.P to see if you’re suitable, and if your wives or girlfriends don’t like it, then DON’T
FUCKING COME. (His words, not mine) Talking of Phuket’s gentlemen… Scud then went on to name Steve who is the
first person to contract scurvy since Big Bollox joined the Royal Navy and he is now Heelender, something to do with the
end of a loaf of bread. M. Pis and No Hope advertised the up and coming Bike Hash and the Kamala Koma respectively.

Run Offences. Lesser Dipshit who welcomed the new Pooying G.M, Oh Yea! and her little helpers, Mr Fista and Rampant
Rabbit. Kentucky Fried Piles who has just returned from Afghanistan and 15 gets you 20 in. KFP got his generous sized
torso massaged by 15 gets you 20 at the back of the circle. (Lucky Bastard.) Someone behind me said:
“No wonder the fucking Taliban are winning.”
Mr Fista came in next to punish the mindless ones who went around twice, Yes, it’s beyond me as well. No Hope brought
Mr Fista and Oh Yea! in, but at this stage Mr Wanker was trying to steal my pen and scribble on the notes; however, when I
drew a massive cock on a spare sheet, he disappeared. Problem solved. Lesser Dipshit and the hares in for disturbing killer
ants that then proceeded to attack Mr Fista. Nasty!
Hares and the Runmaster. Mannequin Pis descended on the Hares like a lune: no access to the laager, a 22-minute run, in
trail and out trail paper to close, useless checks, lost hashers, and he ran out of petrol trying to drive his motorbike through
all the mud. He couldn’t give Hash Shit to Buttcycle as he was a junior hare; he couldn’t give Hash Shit to Tequila Slapper
as it was her birthday.

Guess what? FUNGUS got HASH SHIT. Well deserved.
Congratulations to our stand in G.M. Gorgeous You Wanker on a fun circle.
See you next week Hashers.
The Blue Harlot
Edited with moments of genius by The Repressed One

